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Journeys for the Imagination: Reviews
of Children's Books
BY KAREN

I.

ADAMS

C

hildren's books can open wonderful and exciting worlds to young readers-through the clever use of
words and through journeys to places nearby and far away, as well as worlds hidden within the imagery
of art and poetry. Max challenges his brothers' collections of stamps and coins when he begins to collect
words so that he actually creates his own wonderful stories. A clever rabbit imagines all the worlds hidden
within his cardboard box, while fluffy dog Rover simply hopes for a return to normalcy after his home is
invaded by friends during a rainstorm. The Cuban folktale of the courtship of Martina the beautiful cockroach,
with its secret tie to her grandmother's coffee test, balances well the German folktale of Henrietta and her
dreams of improving life for herself and her fellow hens. Family can be the focus as in the story of members
of an adoptive family who hold their little girl at all times in their hearts. Sometimes we must suspend our
disbelief, as when 365 penguins descend on a French family. Books, however, can also delight and intrigue us
with facts that make children want to learn more and more. Wings even makes us want to take flight, whereas
Ryan's story of California takes the reader on a journey the length of the state, experiencing its fun facts
and interesting history. Two distinctive books pair art with text. One links international artists with texts
of their own selection, and the other links award-winning U.S. authors writing in response to well-known
contemporary art. And, finally, three non-fiction works portray times of change and achievement. A little
girl in Cambodia achieves her dream of learning to read and write. A nineteenth-century American girl must
challenge prevailing law to attend high school as a "free black." And Toni Morrison uses archival photographs
and sparse text to describe the 1950s struggle for school integration.

Clearly the variation of genres and specific topics covered in these 14 books represents the range of books for
readers and listeners age 3 through early adolescence. Without a doubt they answer that age-old question,
"Can you help me find a good book to read?"

Lipp, Frederick. (2008). Running Shoes. (Jason Gaillard, Ill.). Watertown, MA: Charlesbridge. unpaged. ISBN: 978-1-58089-176-9. $7.95.
Running Shoes is the extremely hopeful story of Sophy, a young Cambodian girl who
dreams of attending school. Unfortunately, there is no school in her very small village, and
only a pair of running shoes will allow her to run the 8 kilometers to the next village. The
government "number man" or census-taker learns of her desire and provides the necessary
shoes that propel her dream toward reality. With these new shoes and a breakfast of rice
and fish, she sets off through the rice fields, crossing little streams and sharp stones that
would have made her run impassible before.
By year's end she can read and write, and expresses her even bolder hope to one day build
a school in her village where she will be the teacher-is there any doubt she will succeed?
Lipp's story encourages young readers and listeners to dream big but realizable dreams to
help cha_nge their worlds. Gaillard's illustrations express joy and determination, making
this a wonderful book to share with readers aged 7 to 10.

Karen Adams is the dean of the College of Education and Human Services
at Central Michigan University.
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Beaumont, Karen. (2006). Move Over, Rover! (Jane Dyer, Ill.) New York: Harcourt, Inc. 40
pp. ISBN: 0152019790 $16.00.
Move Over, Rover! is the frolicking tale written in rhyming couplets of Rover, contentedly
chewing on a bone in his doghouse, until he is joined by his animal friends as a thunderstorm suddenly erupts. First to arrive is Cat, followed by Raccoon, Squirrel, Blue Jay,
and Snake. In cumulative fashion each animal pleads, "Move over, Rover!" until the final
intruder, a mouse, cries out, "Slide aside, Snake! Out of the way, Blue Jay! Squeeze in,
Squirrel! Make room, Raccoon! Skit-scat, Cat! Move over, Rover!" The story takes a surprising twist as Skunk is suddenly detected by a whiff of his "awful smell." Soon, as a result,
Rover is happily alone, "Chewing on a bone" again.
Children will delight in the alliteration and assonance of word sounds to describe animal
movements, calling out to be read and chanted as the doghouse becomes a "tight fit" that
"might split." This is a wonderful read-aloud filled with bright watercolors ideal for children
aged 3 to 7.

Portis, Antoinette. (2006). Not a Box. New York: Harper Collins. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-006-112322 . $12.99.
Not a Box, dedicated "to children everywhere sitting in cardboard boxes," portrays a young
rabbit's exciting adventures with his cardboard box. An unseen speaker
..... ,.,..,....,...__.._
poses various questions to the rabbit such as "Why are you sitting in a
box," "squirting a box," or "standing on top of a box?" Each time the rabbit
responds, "It's not a box." Instead, for him the box has become a fancy
racing car for which he dons goggles, a burning building and he a member
of the fire department, the crow's nest atop a ship's mast, a hot air balloon
basket, a regal fringed seat atop an elephant. Finally, in frustration at the
constant questioning, the rabbit responds that it is "NOT NOT NOT a box,"
but is instead his "Not-a-Box," as he takes off in a box-supported space ship.

r------.------.----

Young children aged 3 to 6 will love this vivid portrayal of the world of
the imagination. Portis's playful illustrations challenge young readers to
consider some of the many things a box may become as they turn page after
page.

Bang, Molly. (2006). In My Heart. New York: Little, Brown and Company.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-316-79617-4. $15.99.
Award-winning author and illustrator Molly Bang celebrates the love a little girl's adoptive
parents express for her in this bright and colorful book. Her mother explains that as she
leaves home each morning she feels something in her heart. Looking inside her coat, she
sees a heart-shaped image surrounding the little girl who, she says, is always "right here in
my heart." Whether her mother is talking or eating or caring for animals in her veterinary
practice, all day the little girl is in her heart.
Her parents say they miss her when they are apart, and it is as though "happy jumps right
back" in the "front door" when they look inside their hearts and see her. No matter how
cold or hot or wet it might be outside, with her in their hearts the weather is "fine. It's just
beautiful." What a delightful story of connectedness and love that children aged 3 to 8 will
love hearing read over and over, reflecting on their own families and friends and the love
they share!
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Fromental, Jean-Luc. (2006). 365 Penguins. (Joelle Jolivet, Ill.). New York: Abrams Books
for Young Readers. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-8109-4460-2. $17.95.
365 Penguins is a clever story of surprise packages and escalating numbers. This seemingly everyday story opens on New Year's Day when a delivery man brings a package with
no return address containing a "strange gift"-a penguin. A cryptic message instructs
the family that this penguin is "number 1" and should be fed when hungry. The next day
penguin #2 arrives and the following day #3. The penguins grow in number so that March
1st brings penguin #60. So many penguins bring problems, such as 2.5 pounds offish a day
for food at a cost of $3.00 per pound per penguin. As the year ends, the family has begun to
live, think, dream, and even look like penguins. New Year's Eve brings the solution to the
mystery-Mommy's Uncle Victor, an ecologist hoping to transition these penguins from the
melting South Pole to the chillier North Pole. Life starts to return to normal as he leaves
with the penguins, but soon a delivery man arrives with another package-a polar bear. 365
Penguins, originally published in Paris, is an unusual story blending fantasy, reality, and
numbers that will entertain 6- through 9-year-olds.
Aldana, Patricia, ed. (2004). Under the Spell of the Moon: Art for Children from the
World's Great Illustrators. (Various, Ill.). Stan Dragland, Trans). ??: Groundwood
Books. 80 pp. ISBN: 0-88899-559-8. $25.00.
Artists from around the world have joined together, each donating a piece of original art to
accompany a text of their own choosing, to create this marvelous new book. Texts selected
vary from the humor of Quentin Blake's simple and humorous "Jerry Hall is so small, a rat
could eat him hat and all" to Brazilian Angela Lago's challenging puzzles, including "the
more of me you remove, the bigger I get."
Piet Grobler from South Africa paints enchanting birds to accompany, "Everybody has a
song, be it short or be it long ... Everybody has a song and must sing it all life long." Artists
represent countries from around the world, including Mali, Brazil, the Czech Republic,
Palestine, Iran, India, Israel, Nicaragua, Malaysia, China, and most of Western Europe.
Mitsumasa Anno's "Good Night, Children" reminds us that the sun sets on a world where
"the faces are different, as are the tongues," but the sun is the same.

Under the Spell of the Moon is truly a delightful collection of international art and texts to
share with young children aged 5 through 10.

Ryan, Pam Munoz. (2008). Our California. (Rafael Lopez, Ill). Watertown, MA: Charlesbridge. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-1-58089-117-2. $7.95.
Another hit for award-winning author Pam Muiioz Ryan, Our California opens with a twopage state map highlighting the "villages, deserts, mountains, and coast" and a challenging
question, "Which region do you think you will like the most?"
Helping to answer this question, Muiioz Ryan begins our journey in the south visiting San
Diego's beach and magnificent zoo. She continues through the mission district to San Juan
Capistrano and then to Hollywood. San Francisco's cable cars and Chinatown lead to the
state capital, Sacramento. During our journey we learn about Yosemite and its ancient
Sequoias and Death Valley with daytime temperature highs in the 120s. Ending by a Palm
Springs pool, we consider which spot is our favorite.

Our California is a delightful book written in rhyming couplets for children aged 5 to 8. It
can serve as a model for the creation of classroom books about other states or areas.
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Deedy, Carmen Agra. (2007). Martina the Beautiful Cockroach: A Cuban Folktale. (Michael Austin, Ill.). Atlanta: Peachtree Publishers. Unpaged. ISBN:
978-1-56145-399-3. $16.95.
Martina the Beautiful Cockroach: A Cuban Folktale is the entertaining story of Martina
Josefina Catalina Cucaracha, a cockroach in old Havana. At 21 days of age, she is "ready to
give her leg in marriage." Her household is "crawling with excitement" and advice to offer. But
her Cuban grandmother, her Abuela, offers some "shocking" advice that ultimately turns out
to be the best of all. She suggests that Martina spill coffee on the shoes of each potential suitor
as a test to make him angry-to know "how he will speak" to her when they are married and
he loses his temper." Confidently, her Grandmother asserts that this test "never fails."
Trusting the coffee, Martina finds problems with the strutting rooster who proves "too
cocky," with Don Cerdo the pig who proves too much of a "ham," and with the "cold-blooded"
lizard. Only the shy little mouse comes to woo Martina differently, surprisingly placing the
coffee "on the other foot." Deedy's clever and attention-grabbing story, with Spanish words
sprinkled throughout and Michael Austin's large, colorful illustrations, will delight young
audiences aged 4 to 9.

Collard III, Sneed B. (2008). Wings, (Robin Brickman, Ill). Watertown, MA: Charlesbridge.
31 pp. ISBN: 978-1-57091-612-0. $7.95.
Wings is an excellent new informational book filled with realistic and
colorfully painted three-dimensional, sculpted paperwork illustrations.
Sneed introduces a plethora of winged creatures including ladybird
beetles, butterflies, flying foxes, dragonflies, penguins, termites, and
even kiwis whose wings have now almost shrunk to non-existence. He
describes the many essential roles winged creatures play such as scattering seeds, pollinating plants and trees, and eating pesky mosquitoes.
The "lift and thrust" that allows birds to fly is detailed, explaining that
some birds can fly as fast as 200 miles an hour in search of prey, and
others soar slowly and elegantly before swooping down for the kill. Some
birds travel only short distances from home, while the Arctic tern may
fly more than "twelve thousand miles" seasonally in search of food. Children aged 5 through 8 will delight in this introduction to flight, and
older readers will enjoy the details, including Web sites and definitions
provided.
Banks, Kate. (2006). Max's Words. (Boris Kulikov, Ill.). New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux. 32 pages. ISBN-10: 0374399492, ISBN-13:
978-0374399498. $16.00.
Max's Words describes the anguish of young Max's efforts to find something special to collect-something that will establish his identity.
He watches longingly as family and friends admire his older brother
Benjamin's stamps with pictures of famous people and places and his other brother Karl's
coins that come in all shapes and sizes, some copper- or silver-colored. Max finally decides
to collect words-an idea initially ridiculed by his brothers. Beginning with small words, he
progresses to longer, more interesting ones-alligator, crocodile, hungry, hissed. Organizing
his massive collection, he soon has enough to construct sentences, "A blue crocodile ate the
green iguana." He even places his letters into the shape of the words they spell. Instead of
mere collections to admire, Max finds that his words form thoughts-enough to tell a story.

Max's Words is a wonderful way to encourage young readers aged 5 to 8 to value words and
the stories they can tell.
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Johansen, Hanna. (2002). Henrietta and the Golden Eggs. (Kathi Bhend, Ill.). (John S.
Barrett, Trans.). Boston: David R. Godine. Unpaged. ISBN: I-56792-2!0-4. $16.95.
The diminutive hen, Henrietta, lives with three thousand, three hundred, and thirty-two
other hens in less than desirable conditions where every chicken has just enough room to
stand and "the air stank of chicken droppings and fortified chicken feed." In the midst of
pushing and shoving and pecking, all the chickens have coughs and are losing their feathers.
Henrietta, the eternal optimist, has dreams oflearning to sing, to swim, to fly, and to lay
golden eggs! Although the others ridicule her dreams, they nevertheless follow her when she
pecks a hole in the wall and escapes their gray world into a land of greens and blues.
After some early disappointments, they ultimately achieve success. Living conditions are
improved. The hens grow new feathers and lose their coughs. Children aged 5 through 8 will
love this story of Henrietta's efforts to realize her dreams and to improve the lives of her
fellow hens in creative ways.

Bolden, Tonya. (2005) Maritcha: A Nineteenth-Century American Girl. New York: Abrams
Books for Young Readers.48 pp. ISBN: 0-8109-5045-6. $17.95.
Based on the actual memoir of Maritcha Remond Lyon (1848-1929), this excellent chapter
book for middle graders provides a rich portrait of a free black adolescent girl in New York
City at a time when such "free blacks had few rights and rare respect."
Maritcha's family, forced to flee New York City, in the turmoil of Civil War draft rioting,
moves to nearby Rhode Island, where they are chagrined to learn they must petition the
state legislature to allow her to attend high school as a free black. She does attend, graduating in 1869 to become a teacher and later an assistant principal back in New York, until her
retirement in 1918.
A beautifully crafted book, Bolden and her editor decided against using contemporary
illustrations because "photographs and keepsakes" from Maritcha's life were available for
inclusion and "not to draw on these holdings would be a missed opportunity to bring historical artifacts into wider view." In like manner, she also focused the text on Maritcha's youth,
although her career as an educator spanned nearly 50 years, because it was her youth that
would speak to her intended readership. Both decisions were right on target and make this a
book to be treasured.

Greenberg, Jan, ed. (2001). Heart to Heart: New Poems Inspired by Twentieth-Century
American Art. New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2001.. 80 pp. ISBN: 0-8109-4386-7.
$19.95.
This fascinating combination of quality art and poetry edited by Jan Greenberg for an
adolescent audience includes contemporary paintings by Jasper Johns, Jacob Lawrence,
Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Jackson Pollock, and Man Ray; a small Alexander Calder
mobile of wood, cloth, and rubber tubing placed in contrast with one of his immense outdoor
steel pieces from Grand Rapids; familiar older paintings such as Grandma Moses' "Wash
Day," Grant Wood's "American Gothic," and Georgia O'Keeffe's "Poppy;" and an illustration
from Faith Ringgold's award-winning children's book "Tar Beach."
Greenberg then invited well-known, award-winning poets, including Jane Yolen, Nancy Willard, Tony Johnston, and Angela Johnson, to respond in creative and personal ways to the
art selected. Some wrote poems as "stories" responding to individual works. Others wrote
"voice" poems as though they were objects or persons speaking from within the art. Some
poets responded with "impressions" of specific details in the works of art, and still others
wrote about the artist's technique or style as an "expression" of that artist. Poetry varies
from free verse to sonnet.
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The amazing variety and creativity of Heart to Heart is a wonderful way of introducing
young adolescents to excellent art and artists and to poetry as a potential response to art.
Adolescents may themselves want to mirror such poetic responses to art they can find in
galleries, in books, or on the internet.

Morrison, Toni. (2004) Remember: The Journey to School Integration. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 2004. 79 pp. ISBN: 0-618-39740-X. $18.00.
In her first historical work for middle graders, Morrison uses archival photographs and sparse but carefully chosen words to describe a time "years ago"
when "children of different races could not go to school together in many places
in the United States." Segregation allowed students to be separated "according to
the color of their skin," separated into schools that were separate but not equal,
as opening photographs portray. A Supreme Court decision in 1954 ended segregation, and photographs portray efforts to implement this law. They show the
anger of those who tried to prevent integration as well as the fear and isolation
..,.,,,,=- _.._.-of black children attending previously all-white schools. The conflicted faces of
Whites in the South is also portrayed-some worrying they may have followed the
crowd rather than conscience.
The majority of the text represents the thoughts and words Morrison associates
with those pictured-often leaving the reader to determine which person might
be speaking. In her afterward, she provides specifics about each photograph as to
time and place taken.
Morrison's closing words in this thoughtful and informative text are of hope, "Anything can
happen. Anything at all," accompanying a photograph of two young adolescent girls, one
Black and one White, holding hands on their school bus.
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